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The nine single-crystru el::tstic constants of orthopyroxene, i\Igo.J'Ell."siO:, have been meas
ured as a function of tempe~ature from 25° to 350°C und at 25°C as a function of pressure to 
10 kb by me:lDS of the ultra~onic pulse superposition techni<1ue. It was found that the shear 
constants exhibited a distinctly nonlinear pressure dependence in addition to the usu!ll linear 
terms. Owing to the diffieulty in obtaining precise data for the longitudinal modes above 
approxim:ltely 1.5 kb, where cun"ature might be observed, only a linear pressu,E) dependence 
was found for the on-diagonal longitudinal constants. Because the second preosure derivatives 
of the on-diagonal longitudinal constants (Cll, cO'!, and c~) enter the expressions required for 
the evaluation of the second pressure derivati,"cs of the off-diagonal consrants (c'-'" C::l, and cu), 
tbe second deri\'ati\'es of the off-diagonal constants are probably consiJerably in error. The 
second pressure derivati\'es of the on-diagonal shear constants and of the unproces5ed data 
for the cross-coupling moduli, however, have been precisely and con5istcntly measured and 
represent the first observations of curvature for nonGubic oxide materials. The dimensionle~s 
quantities K(ilc .. /iJP') (where K denotes the bulk modulus, C~> deno te::; the elastic constant!!, 
and P denotes the pressure) for the on-diagonal shear moduli a re about te.n times larger 
than the corresponding quantities for th~ eight alkali halides for which the'Se quantities 
are known. The isotropic bulk and "hear moduli and their pressure and temperature de
rivatives calculated from the si nlo!lc-crysl:t1 data by means of the Yoigt-Rel.l;s-Hill (VRH) 
approximation are K' = 1.035 Mb, G = 0.749 11b, (DKs/DP)r ::= 9.59, .(DGliJPh .= 2.38, 
(aKs/an. = -0263 'kb oC-', nnd (DGID7' ), = -OJl!) kboC-1

• Owing to the large values of 
the pressure derivatives of the longitudinal elastic constants Cu, c"', and espeCially C"", the 
pressure derivati\'e of the bulk modulus of orthop}Toxene is approximately twice as large as 
that for most other materials norm:llly considered to be of importance in the earth's mantIc. 
Th~ ultrasonic equation of sta.te calculated from the first-order Birch equation agrees well 
with static-compression data and, below about 150 kb, with shock-wa\'e data. The clastic 
Grueneisen parameter calculated from the VRH approximation is found to be 30% larger 
than the thermal Gn.:eneisen parameter. 

The single-crystal elastic constants of many 
geophysically relevant materials have been ul
tr:!sonically measured by several authors as a 
function of temperature and pressure (!!ee, for 
ex:!mple, the compilations by Hearmo-n [1969] 
and Bechmann [1969] and, in addition, those 
by Graham and Barsch [1969] and Kumazall'a 
and Anderson [1969]). A yaibble single-crystal 
elastic d!lta on pyroxenes, howeyer, ha\'e been 
limited by the paurity of suitable spel'imell~ of 
sufficient size and quality on which to perform 
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ultrasonic measurements. Single-crystal data 
haye been repo'rted for six clinopyroxenes 
[Ale:l:audrov and R?Jzhova, 1961; Alexandrov 
et al., 1963] and two orthopyroxenes of the 
bronzite ,"ariety [R!lzho~'a et aZ., 1966; KUl1la
zalra, 1969]. In nOlle of these studies, howeyer, 
were thc effect:; of ele\"ated temper:lture and 
pre.:;sure included. For orthopyroxene the tem
perature and pressure dependence of com pres
sio n:1!- :1l1d shear-\\'a"e wloeities has been mC:ls
urcd [Birch, 19GO; S;mmol1s, 1964; Hughes alld 
,Yishilake, 1963]. These measurements, howc\'er, 
h;wc oem made 011 ll!l tur;l ! rock specimens in 
which the problem:; of porosity, crack.;;, hctero
geneity, :lnd large grain s ize reduce the pre-
ri~ ioll of the ll1rasurements, p:Ht icub rly those 
of the temperatu re ;lIld pre,,-ure deri\·atin·s. In 
addition, ("Qm;lrl',,:;"w'n;l !- and ",hear-w;\\'c \'e1ority 
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TABLE 1. Quantitative Analysis of Bronzite Specimens by Atomic Absorption 
(All values in wt %.) 

Maximum 
Element Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Difference 

MgO 30.10 28.80 30.30 30.80 2.0 
Si02 54.80 53.80 54.00 54.00 1.0 
Fe203* 13.60 13.90 14.90 14.40 1.3 
A1 203 0.60 0.68 1.00 0.79 0.4 
CaO 0.18 0.29 0.50 0.50 0.04 
MnO 0.24 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.04 
Na20 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.09 0.43 
Baa 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 . 0.04 
~iO 0.06 .0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 

Total 99.58 97.75 101.42 100.86 

Detected spectrographically in trace amounts for all samples: Cr, V, Zn, Zr, 
Co, Cu, Ti. 

*All iron expressed as ferrous iron'. ' 

data as well as temperature and presi3ure de
pendence were obtained from different speci
mens with varyiug compositions by sevcal in
vestigators. Therefore, for a more complete 
understanding of materials thought to be of 
importance in the earth's mantle, it is necessary 
to obtain elasticity data for members of the 
pyroxene family as a function of temperature 
and pressure. The purpose of this paper is to 
pre;:ent precise data for the single-crystal elastic 
constants of natural orthopyroxene and their 
temperature and pre:osure derivatives. 

EXPERIME:\TAL PROCEDURE 

Four natural single-crystal orthopyroxene 
samples from India (purchased from the Com
mercial Mineral Company, New York) were 

. used in this investigation. A quantitative anal
ysis using atomic absorption was performed by 
R. E. Raver of the Pennsylvania State Univer
sity :\fineral. Constitution Laboratory ' (Table 
1). The mean molecular formula as determined 
from these data is appro:-..imately l\!go .• Feo.,SiO,. 
The specimens are therefore of the bronzite 
variety . . 
. Orthopyroxene belongs to the orthorhombic 

space group Pbca [Wyckoff, 1968]. Therefore 
nine second-order elast ic COl1stnnts are necessary 
to describe the elastic behavior of the crystal. 
In the \'oigt notation they are ell, e"" e"", eu , er.:;, 
cO', C", e,." and e",. All the on-di:lgonal moduli . 
e.~ (no summation conyention) cnn be deter-

mined' from ultrasonic \'elocity measurements in 
pure-mode direct.ions parallel to the crystallo
graphic a, b, and e axes, which aLo provide 
cross checks on e .. , e .. , and Coo. The three cross
coupling moduli' (CIO, e'3, and c",,) can be deter
mined from three different propagation direc
tions perpendicular t6 one of the orthogonal 
crYHallographic axes and ohlique to the remain
ing two. Therefore three different orientations 
are necessary to determine the cross-coupling 
moduli in addition to the pure-mode orienta
tions. The equations used for the calculation of 
the elastic constants and their first and second 
pre;:"ure derivatives for these orientations can 
be determined from the Chri:;:toffel equations 
and have been gi\'en by Fisher alld ,11 cSkimin 
[1958], Graham [1969], nnd Barsch and Frisillo 
[H)'3]. Because no single specimen \\'as large 
enough to determine all nine of the clastic con
!!tams and because the specimens ha\'e approxi
mately the same chemical composit ioll, it was 
decided to use all four specimens. 
. Fi~ure 1 illustrates the orientation of the four 

samrles. Speeimcn 1 W:lS used for determining 
the Oil-diagonal moduli, and specimens 2, 3, and 
-1 were used for cetermining the eroos-coupl ing 
moduli. In :1ddit ion, propnr;3tion directions 
parallel to the x axis for specimens 2, 3, and -1 
(Figure 1) were nl:;o used to measure the re
"pecli\'e on-diagonal moduli, which conld ' then 
be compared with (bta from ~I)ecimen 1. In 
this way the rcsults from the four different 


